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ABSTRACT: The design of molecular electrocatalysts for hydrogen evolution
has been targeted as a strategy for the conversion of solar energy to chemical
fuels. In cobalt hangman porphyrins, a carboxylic acid group on a xanthene
backbone is positioned over a metalloporphyrin to serve as a proton relay. A key
proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) step along the hydrogen evolution
pathway occurs via a sequential ET-PT mechanism in which electron transfer
(ET) is followed by proton transfer (PT). Herein theoretical calculations are employed to investigate the mechanistic pathways
of these hangman metalloporphyrins. The calculations confirm the ET-PT mechanism by illustrating that the calculated
reduction potentials for this mechanism are consistent with experimental data. Under strong-acid conditions, the calculations
indicate that this catalyst evolves H2 by protonation of a formally Co(II) hydride intermediate, as suggested by previous
experiments. Under weak-acid conditions, however, the calculations reveal a mechanism that proceeds via a phlorin intermediate,
in which the meso carbon of the porphyrin is protonated. In the first electrochemical reduction, the neutral Co(II) species is
reduced to a monoanionic singlet Co(I) species. Subsequent reduction leads to a dianionic doublet, formally a Co(0) complex in
which substantial mixing of Co and porphyrin orbitals indicates ligand redox noninnocence. The partial reduction of the ligand
disrupts the aromaticity in the porphyrin ring. As a result of this ligand dearomatization, protonation of the dianionic species is
significantly more thermodynamically favorable at the meso carbon than at the metal center, and the ET-PT mechanism leads to a
dianionic phlorin species. According to the proposed mechanism, the carboxylate group of this dianionic phlorin species is
reprotonated, the species is reduced again, and H2 is evolved from the protonated carboxylate and the protonated carbon. This
proposed mechanism is a guidepost for future experimental studies of proton relays involving noninnocent ligand platforms.

KEYWORDS: proton-coupled electron transfer, hydrogen evolution reaction, hangman porphyrin, electrocatalyst, proton relay,
dearomatization, phlorin

■ INTRODUCTION

Efficient conversion of solar energy into chemical bonds is
important for global sustainability.1 The hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER), oxidation of water to oxygen, and reduction of
CO2 to hydrocarbons are multielectron, multiproton pro-
cesses.2 In these reactions, electron transfer (ET) and proton
transfer (PT) steps often occur as proton-coupled electron
transfer (PCET) reactions.3−9 PCET can occur sequentially,
with the initial ET or PT forming a stable intermediate, or
concertedly, with ET and PT occurring simultaneously.
Incorporating proton relays into molecular electrocatalysts
facilitates PCET by juxtaposing the proton donor and
acceptor.10−16 A fundamental understanding of PCET through
molecular proton relays can assist in the design of efficient HER
electrocatalysts.17−23

A series of metalloporphyrins has been studied as HER
electrocatalysts in acetonitrile.24,25 In the case of the cobalt
“hangman” porphyrin ([1‑H], Chart 1), in which a carboxylic

acid group affixed to a xanthene backbone is positioned over a
metalloporphyrin capable of electrochemical reduction, a PCET
step along the HER pathway was shown to occur by a
sequential ET-PT mechanism. Specifically, the formal Co(I)
state was proposed to be reduced to Co(0) and then quickly
protonated intramolecularly from the hangman moiety to form
a Co(II) hydride intermediate. Electrokinetic studies revealed
the intramolecular PT rate constant to be ca. 8.5 × 106 s−1.25

The non-hangman analogue [2] (Chart 1) behaves similarly to
[1‑H] electrochemically but evolves hydrogen at a more
negative potential (Ecat[1] ≈ −1.9 V vs Fc+/Fc; Ecat[2] ≈ −2.1
V vs Fc+/Fc) with benzoic acid due to the lack of an internal
proton relay.24
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In this work, we employ computational methods to
investigate potential mechanisms of hydrogen evolution
catalyzed by cobalt metalloporphyrins. NMR experiments
were performed to probe the spin state of [3]− (Chart 1) to
assist in the selection of a suitable level of theory. We
investigate several intramolecular PT pathways by allowing the
proton to transfer from the hangman moiety of [1‑H] to the
cobalt center, a pyrrolic nitrogen, or the closest meso carbon.
Calculated relative pKas are used to explore additional
intermolecular PT steps preceding H2 production. Reduction
potentials are calculated for the ET steps in the ET-PT, PT-ET,
and concerted PCET mechanisms for all proton acceptors.
Additionally, we calculate a transition state structure for the PT
reaction within the experimentally proposed ET-PT mechanism
and employ transition state theory to calculate a first-order PT
rate constant to compare to previous experimental results. On
the basis of the calculations, we propose mechanisms for the
HER catalyzed by Co hangman porphyrins in both weak- and
strong-acid regimes.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The complexes were optimized with density functional theory
(DFT), primarily with the BP86 functional.26,27 Additional
benchmarking was performed with the following functionals
and is presented in the Supporting Information: B3P86,26,28

B3LYP,28,29 BLYP,27,29 TPSSh,30 M06L,31 and ωB97XD.32−35

Geometry optimizations were performed with the
6-31+G(d,p)36 basis set for the transferring proton and the 6-
31+G(d)37−39 basis set for all remaining atoms with default
options in Gaussian 09.40 The results presented in the main
paper are based on the structures optimized in solution;
structures optimized in the gas phase are provided in the
Supporting Information and are similar to those optimized in
solution. Calculations in acetonitrile solvent utilized the
conductor-like polarizable continuum model (C-PCM)41,42

with Bondi radii and included nonelectrostatic interactions

resulting from dispersion,43,44 repulsion,44 and cavity forma-
tion.45 Entropic and zero-point energy effects from the
vibrational frequencies at T = 298.15 K were included in the
calculation of the reaction free energies. The free energies of
the solvated molecules calculated with geometries optimized in
the gas phase, which are presented in the Supporting
Information, employed a Born−Haber thermodynamic cycle
that combined gas-phase free energies with single-point
solvation free energies of the reactant and product species.46,47

For computational tractability, the pentafluorophenyl groups
were replaced with chlorines and the tert-butyl groups were
replaced with methyl groups. These substitutions were chosen
on the basis of similar electron-donating or electron-with-
drawing properties as determined by their Hammett constants
(Table S1, Supporting Information).48,49

Reduction potentials were calculated using the relation
ΔG°redox = −nFE°, where n is the number of transferring
electrons, F is Faraday’s constant, and ΔG°redox is the free
energy of reduction. The free energies of reduction were
calculated using the expression ΔG°redox = ΔH° − TΔS° for
structures optimized in solution. Reference reactions were
utilized in the calculation of reduction potentials to eliminate
systematic errors in DFT, limitations in the basis sets and
exchange-correlation functionals, and changes in standard
states.46,47 All reduction potentials were calculated with respect
to the ferrocenium/ferrocene couple (Fc+/Fc) in acetonitrile.
Axial solvent ligands may bind to an open octahedral site of
cobalt d7 complexes, consistent with the crystal structure of a
related Co(II) hangman porphyrin that contains an axial
ligand.50 Given the excellent agreement of the calculated
Co(II/I) and Co(I/0) reduction potentials with experiment,
however, no axial solvent ligands were explicitly included in the
calculations. In some cases, an explicit water molecule was
included to test the effects of residual water on possible
intramolecular proton transfer mechanisms.
The pKa calculations were performed using the relation

ΔG°pKa
= [ln(10)RT]pKa, where ΔG°pKa

is the free energy of
deprotonation. The free energies of deprotonation were
calculated using the expression ΔG°pKa

= ΔH° − TΔS° for
structures optimized in solution. Relative pKas were calculated
with experimentally known references: the deprotonation of
[1‑H]0 (determined to be 20.2 in acetonitrile)51 and the
deprotonation of the Co hydride [3‑HCo]

0 (estimated to be
15.0). This latter estimate stems from the rise in a catalytic
wave of [1‑H] and [2] at ca. −1.5 V vs Fc+/Fc with p-
toluenesulfonic (tosic) acid (pKa = 8.0)52 but not benzoic acid
(pKa = 20.7),53 providing a range of plausible Co(III) hydride
pKa values.

24 The choice of pKa = 15.0 for [3‑HCo]
0 is validated

by calculations of relative pKas that fall in the appropriate range.
As with reduction potentials, systematic errors in DFT cancel in
the calculation of relative pKas.

47 Two pKa references are
needed in the calculations to obtain reasonable pKa values of
singly and multiply protonated complexes. All calculations that
result in the deprotonated [1]−, [1]2−, or [1]3− are calculated
with respect to the [1‑H]0 pKa reference, while all other
calculated relative pKas are calculated with respect to the
[3‑HCo]

0 pKa reference.
A transition state for PT was calculated with the synchronous

transit-guided quasi-Newton method.54,55 The reactant and
product states were aligned in Cartesian space and interpolated
to obtain the average structure, which was used as a guess for
the transition state geometry. The transition state structure was

Chart 1. Structure of Cobalt Porphyrins
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confirmed to contain a single imaginary frequency correspond-
ing to the PT mode. The intrinsic reaction coordinate was
followed backward and forward to the expected reactant and
product species. The free energy barrier for PT was used in
conjunction with transition state theory to calculate the PT rate
constant:

= −Δ ⧧⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟k

k T
h

G
k T

expPT
B

B (1)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, h is
Planck’s constant, and ΔG⧧ is the free energy barrier. Here we
are neglecting the effects of dynamical barrier recrossings and
tunneling.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electronic Structure and H2 Evolution Mechanism of

[3]. Analyses of the spin densities and molecular orbitals of [3]
provide insight into the electronic structure of the cobalt
porphyrins along the hydrogen evolution reaction pathway.
The low-spin Co(II) complex [3]0 is reduced to singlet Co(I)
[3]−, the spin state of which was determined by 1H NMR
(Figure S1, Supporting Information) and is consistent with
literature reports for other one-electron-reduced Co porphy-
rins.56,57 The formally Co(0) structure [3]2− was calculated to
be a doublet with spin density on the cobalt approximately 0.5,
suggesting substantial metal−ligand orbital mixing with partial
reduction of the ligand. On the basis of the computed spin
density, we describe the formally Co(0) structure as Co(“0.5”).
The highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of [3]−

and [3]2− are depicted in Figure 1. The HOMO of [3]− is a
cobalt-centered dz2 orbital, which indicates that [3]0 is reduced
at cobalt to form Co(I). This observation is consistent with

previous calculations performed with BLYP indicating a cobalt-
centered dz2 lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of [3]

0.58 The
HOMO of [3]2− has mixed metal/ligand character, suggesting
that [3]− is reduced equally at both the metal and the
porphyrin, forming Co(“0.5”). This characterization differs
from our previous calculations on the nickel analogue of [3]
indicating that the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO)
of the monoanion is σ* dx2−y2 on the nickel and the highest
SOMO of the triplet dianion is nearly entirely ligand based.59

For both cobalt and nickel, the HOMO of the lowest-energy
dianion has some ligand character, breaking the aromaticity in
the porphyrin ring.
Relative free energies of protonated [3]− and [3]2− were

calculated for three proton acceptor sites: the cobalt center, a
pyrrolic nitrogen, and a carbon at the meso position of the ring
(Table 1 and Table S6 (Supporting Information)). The three

protonated species are denoted [3‑HCo], [3‑HN], and [3‑HC]
for protonation at cobalt, nitrogen, and carbon, respectively.
[3‑H]0, which corresponds to protonated [3]−, is most stable
when protonated at the cobalt center ([3‑HCo]

0) as a singlet.
[3‑H]−, which corresponds to protonated [3]2−, is most stable
when protonated at the meso carbon, forming the phlorin
complex [3‑HC]

−. Note that the aromaticity in the porphyrin
ring of Co(“0.5”) in [3]2− is already broken because the
unpaired electron is shared nearly equally by the metal and
ligands. Formation of a phlorin stabilizes the remaining
conjugation in the ring. Due to the puckering of the porphyrin
ring, two protonated structures are possible when protonating
at the meso carbon, and both structures were considered.
H2 evolution mechanisms by [3] can be analyzed from the

calculated reduction potentials and pKas of the relevant
intermediates. Selected calculated pKas are given in Table 2,
and the calculated reduction potentials are given in Table 3.
Additional relative pKas and reduction potentials calculated
from structures optimized in the gas phase are provided in
Tables S12−S15 (Supporting Information). The agreement
between the calculated and experimental reduction potentials
provides validation of the computational methodology. Cyclic
voltammograms (CVs) of [3] showed that the second
reduction peak (E1/2 = −1.98 V vs Fc+/Fc) becomes catalytic
upon addition of benzoic acid (pKa = 20.7 in acetonitrile).25 On

Figure 1. Top (upper structures) and side (lower structures) views of
HOMOs of [3]− and [3]2− and HOMO-1 of [3]2− (isovalue 0.05).
The HOMO of [3]− and the HOMO-1 of [3]2−, corresponding to the
paired α spin orbital, have dz2 character. The HOMO of [3]2−,
corresponding to the unpaired α spin orbital, has mixed metal−ligand
character. Color scheme: purple, Co; blue, N; gray, C; green, Cl;
white, H.

Table 1. Calculated Relative Free Energies and Spin
Densities on Cobalt for [3‑H]

complex Sa rel free energyb ρCo
c

[3‑HCo]
0 0 0.00 0.00

[3-HN]
0 0 15.4 0.00

[3-HC]
0 d 0 13.3 0.00

[3-HCo]
0 1 32.3 0.19

[3-HN]
0 1 20.9 1.30

[3-HC]
0 d 1 4.3 1.05

[3-HCo]
− 1/2 0.00 0.03

[3-HN]
− 1/2 13.4 0.47

[3-HC]
− d 1/2 −12.2 0.96

aS indicates the total spin of the system. bFree energies in kcal/mol
relative to the closed-shell singlet [3‑HCo]

0 for the neutral species and
[3‑HCo]

− for the monoanions. cMulliken spin density on Co.
dGeometry in which the proton binds from the top. When the
proton binds from the bottom, the relative free energy of singlet
[3‑HC]

0 is 7.9 kcal/mol, and the chlorine atom dissociates for triplet
[3‑HC]

0 and for [3‑HC]
−.
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the basis of our calculations, Co(“0.5”) in [3]2− would become
protonated predominantly at the meso carbon to form [3‑HC]

−

(pKa = 33), although it is thermodynamically favorable for
[3‑HCo]

− to be formed as well (pKa = 24). With a sufficiently
strong acid, Co(I) in [3]− could become protonated to form a
Co(III) hydride intermediate, [3‑HCo]

0.
Figure 2 presents the experimental CVs for [1‑H] and [2] in

the absence of external acid as well as in the presence of

benzoic acid or tosic acid. For [1‑H] and [2], addition of tosic
acid (pKa = 8.0 in acetonitrile)52 gives rise to a new catalytic
peak at ca. −1.5 V vs Fc+/Fc in cyclic voltammetry (depicted in
Figure 2c), proposed to be the Co(III/II) hydride peak.24 The
calculated reduction potential E°([3‑HCo]

0/[3‑HCo]
−) = −1.44

V vs Fc+/Fc is consistent with the Co(III/II) hydride
assignment in these complexes. Free energy diagrams for
thermodynamically favorable H2 evolution catalyzed by [3]
with tosic and benzoic acid are provided in Figures S4 and S5
(Supporting Information), respectively.

Electronic Structure and Characterization of [1‑H].
The complex [1‑H] differs from [3] in that one pentafluoro-
phenyl group is replaced with a xanthene group that contains
the hangman moiety. The calculated spin densities on Co for
[1‑H]0 and [1‑H]2−, which are both doublets, are 1.06 and
0.42, respectively. These spin densities are very similar to those
calculated for [3]0 and [3]2− (1.00 and 0.40, respectively).
Because of the presence of the xanthene group, the puckering
of the porphyrin ring of [1‑H] can adopt two structural minima
not present in [3]. The global minima for [1‑H]0 and [1‑H]−

correspond to the porphyrin ring puckered upward (ΔG° =
−0.5 and −0.1 kcal/mol, respectively), while the global
minimum for [1‑H]2− corresponds to the porphyrin ring
puckered downward (ΔG° = −1.3 kcal/mol). Additional local
minima (ΔG° = ∼3−4 kcal/mol for each puckering
conformation) were found in which the proton in the hanging
moiety is positioned over the porphyrin ring instead of pointing
toward the xanthene ether oxygen. Figure 3 depicts optimized
structures of [1‑H]− (puckered upward) and [1‑H]2−

(puckered downward) with the proton pointing toward the
xanthene ether oxygen or hanging over the porphyrin ring. The
puckering of the ring and the position of the hanging proton

Table 2. Calculated Relative pKas
a

complex pKa

[1-H]0 20.2 (20.2)b

[1-H]− 22.3
[1-H]2− 22.5
[1-HCo]

− 16.6
[1-HCo]

2− 22.5
[1-HC]

− 12.2
[1-HC]

2− 31.0
[3-HCo]

0 15.0 (8.0−20.7)c

[3-HCo]
− 24.1 (>20.7)c

[3-HC]
0 9.2

[3-HC]
− 33.1

[3-HCHCo]
0 10.6

[3-HCHCo]
− 27.6

[1-HHCo]
0 16.2 (8.0−20.7)c

[1-HHCo]
− 24.9 (>20.7)c

[1-HHC]
0 10.5

[1-HHC]
− 30.5

[1-HCHCo]
0 3.3

[1-HCHCo]
− 14.4

[1-HHC]
0 20.6

[1-HHC]
− 22.0

aCalculated relative pKas are given in acetonitrile for the
deprotonation of the italicized proton relative to the pKa of [1‑H]

0

or [3‑HCo]
0. (See Computational Methods for an explanation of the

choice of references.) The experimental values are given in
parentheses. The italicized calculated pKas were used as references
and agree with experiment by construction. bExperiment from ref 51.
cEstimate from experimental range in ref 24.

Table 3. Calculated Reduction Potentialsa

ox red E° mechanism

[3]0 [3]− −1.00 (−1.00)b

[3]− [3]2− −1.98 (−1.98)
[2]0 [2]− −1.01 (−1.10)
[2]− [2]2− −2.10 (−2.14)
[1-H]0 [1-H]− −1.03 (−1.08)
[1-H]− [1-H]2− −2.00 ET-PT
[1-H]− [1-HCo]

2− −2.00 concerted
[1-H]− [1-HN]

2− −2.50 concerted
[1-H]− [1-HC]

2− c −1.50 concerted
[1-HCo]

− [1-HCo]
2− −1.66 PT-ET

[1-HN]
− [1-HN]

2− −2.35 PT-ET
[1-HC]

− c [1-HC]
2− c −0.90 PT-ET

[3-HCo]
0 [3-HCo]

− −1.44
[3-HC]

− [3-HC]
2− −1.61

[3-HCHCo]
− [3-HCHCo]

2− −1.96
[1-HHCo]

0 [1-HHCo]
− −1.49 (−1.5)

[1-HHC]
− [1-HHC]

2− −1.65
aValues are given in volts vs Fc+/Fc in acetonitrile. Experimental
values of E1/2 are given in parentheses, as obtained from ref 50 for [3]
and ref 24 for [1‑H] and [2]. bE1/2([3]

0/[3]−) was used as the
reference and agrees by construction. cThe value is for the geometry
without the large structural rearrangement. With the large structural
rearrangement, E°([1‑H]−/[1‑HC]

2−) = −1.51 V vs Fc+/Fc for the
concerted mechanism and is the same to within the numerical accuracy
given for the PT-ET mechanism. Thus, the values for the two
geometries are the same to within the accuracy of the computational
method.

Figure 2. (a) CVs of 0.5 mM [1‑H] (black line), [2] (red line), and
[2] in the presence of 0.5 mM benzoic acid (green line) in acetonitrile.
(b) CVs of 0.5 mM [1‑H] in the presence of 2.5 mM benzoic acid
(black line) and 0.5 mM [2] in the presence of 3.0 mM benzoic acid
(red line) in acetonitrile. (c) CVs of 0.8 mM [1‑H] (black line) and
[2] (red line) in the presence of 10 mM tosic acid. Reproduced with
permission from ref 24. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
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may affect the identity of the proton acceptor and the structure
of [1‑H] after intramolecular PT. Note that all of these minima
may be thermally accessible at 298.15 K, although the
equilibrium populations of the minima with the carboxylic
acid proton positioned over the porphyrin rings will be 150−
850 times lower than those with the proton pointing toward the
xanthene ether oxygen for both puckering conformations.
We explored three proton acceptor sites: the cobalt center, a

pyrrolic nitrogen, and a carbon at the meso position of the ring.
The calculated proton donor−acceptor distances and donor−
proton−acceptor angles for the global and local minima of
[1‑H]−, which is the relevant species for both the sequential
PT-ET mechanism and the concerted PCET mechanism, are
given in Table S8 (Supporting Information). Intramolecular PT
is favored in geometries with a short equilibrium proton
donor−acceptor distance. In the global minimum geometry, the
ideal proton acceptor candidate is the meso carbon, which has a
proton donor−acceptor distance of 3.54 Å. The donor−
proton−acceptor angle is also the most linear at 139.6°. If the
proton were to transfer to the cobalt or a pyrrolic nitrogen, the
proton would most likely need to be positioned over the
porphyrin ring, as in the local minimum geometry [1‑Hhang]

−

(ΔG° = +3.1 kcal/mol) depicted in Figure 3. In this local
minimum geometry, PT to the cobalt center as well as to the
two pyrrolic nitrogen atoms farthest from the xanthene
becomes more probable due to the decrease in the proton
donor−acceptor distance and increase in the donor−proton−
acceptor angle. The H−C and H−Co distances with the proton
pointing toward the xanthene ether oxygen and hanging over
the porphyrin ring, respectively, are shown in Figure 3 for
[1‑H]− and [1‑H]2−.
The proton donor−acceptor distances and donor−proton−

acceptor angles for the global and local minima of [1‑H]2−, the
relevant species for the sequential ET-PT mechanism, are given
in Table S9 (Supporting Information). Similar to [1‑H]−, the
global minimum of [1‑H]2− favors transfer of the proton to the
nearest meso carbon, which has the shortest proton donor−
acceptor distance (3.51 Å) and the most linear donor−proton−
acceptor angle (139.6°). Adoption of the local minimum in
which the proton is hanging over the porphyrin ring (ΔG° =
+3.9 kcal/mol) does not drastically improve the proton donor−
acceptor interface for any of the remaining acceptors. Thus, for
any of the proposed mechanisms, structural features of the
hangman moiety suggest that the likely proton acceptor is the
closest meso carbon.
The relative free energies and spin densities on Co of [1‑H]

after intramolecular PT, denoted [1‑HCo], [1‑HN], and [1‑HC]
for cobalt, nitrogen, and carbon acceptors, respectively, were

also calculated for the monoanion and dianion (Table 4 and
Table S10 (Supporting Information)). For the monoanion, the

proton is most stable on the nitrogen acceptor ([1‑HN]
−) as a

singlet, although this species is still higher in free energy than if
the proton had remained on the oxygen acceptor ([1‑H]−;
ΔG°PT = +3.4 kcal/mol). For the dianion, the proton is most
stable on the carbon acceptor ([1‑HC]

2−; ΔG°PT = −11.6 kcal/
mol), and the spin density on Co is approximately unity. As in
the case for [3], two different structures are possible following
PT. When the porphyrin ring is puckered downward, a large
structural rearrangement occurs in which the porphyrin ring
bends away from the hangman moiety. When the porphyrin
ring is puckered upward, this structural rearrangement does not
occur. The latter structure is 0.4 kcal/mol lower in free energy
than the former structure. Most importantly, the phlorin
[1‑HC]

2− is the global minimum for the doubly reduced species
(ΔG°PT = −11.6 kcal/mol), while [1‑HCo]

2− has a free energy
nearly identical with that of [1‑H]2− (ΔG°PT = −0.02 kcal/
mol).
To determine if residual water may impact the thermody-

namics, we also performed calculations with an explicit water
molecule that can hydrogen bond with the hangman moiety
and thereby potentially facilitate proton transfer (Table S11
(Supporting Information)). The relative free energies of the
monoanion and dianion Co hydrides and phlorin complexes

Figure 3. Optimized structures of [1‑H]− with the porphyrin ring puckered upward and [1‑H]2− with the porphyrin ring puckered downward. The
global minimum for each species is the structure with the proton pointing toward the xanthene ether oxygen with the porphyrin ring puckering
shown here. The H−C and H−Co distances are provided for the structures with the carboxylic acid proton pointing toward the xanthene ether
oxygen (left) and hanging over the porphyrin ring (right), respectively, for each species. The associated O−C and O−Co distances are given in the
main text. Color scheme: purple, Co; blue, N; gray, C; green, Cl; red, O; white, H.

Table 4. Calculated Relative Free Energies and Spin
Densities on Cobalt for [1‑H] after Intramolecular Proton
Transfer

complex Sa rel free energyb ρCo
c

[1-HCo]
− 0 7.8 0.00

[1-HN]
− 0 3.4 0.00

[1-HC]
− d 0 18.4 0.00

[1-HC]
− e 0 21.9 0.00

[1-HCo]
− 1 42.2 0.19

[1-HN]
− 1 20.9 1.35

[1-HC]
− d 1 14.2 1.09

[1-HC]
− e 1 13.8 1.17

[1-HCo]
2− 1/2 −0.02 0.04

[1-HN]
2− 1/2 11.4 0.47

[1-HC]
2− d 1/2 −11.2 0.99

[1-HC]
2− e 1/2 −11.6 1.08

aS indicates the total spin of the system. bFree energies are given in
kcal/mol relative to the closed-shell singlet [1‑H]− for the
monoanions and [1‑H]2− for the dianions. cMulliken spin density
on Co. dGeometry with large structural rearrangement. eGeometry
without large structural rearrangement.
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changed by at most 1.5 kcal/mol in the presence of a water
molecule. Thus, the addition of water has little effect on the
thermodynamics of cobalt hydride formation. Qualitatively, the
only difference that arises due to the addition of water is the
energetic ordering of the local minima that differ in the position
of the carboxylic acid proton of the hangman moiety. When a
water molecule is present, the carboxylic acid proton is more
stable when it is positioned over the porphyrin ring because it
can readily hydrogen bond with the water molecule, whereas
when a water molecule is not present, it is more stable when it
is positioned toward the xanthene ether oxygen.
The calculated reduction potentials of the Co porphyrins are

provided in Table 3. This table includes the reduction
potentials of [2], which behaves electrochemically similarly to
[1‑H] but lacks the proton relay. The excellent agreement with
experimentally measured reduction potentials provides further
validation of the computational methods. For [1‑H], the
reduction potentials were calculated for the structures before
and after intramolecular PT as well as for concerted PCET. The
reduction potential before PT, E°([1‑H]−/[1‑H]2−) = −2.00 V
vs Fc+/Fc, is equivalent to the reduction potential for concerted
PCET to the metal center, E°([1‑H]−/[1‑HCo]

2−), because the
dianionic products have nearly identical free energies. For the
concerted PCET mechanism, E°([1‑H]−/[1‑HN]

2−) = −2.50 V
vs Fc+/Fc is very negative due to the high free energy [1‑HN]

2−

product, and E°([1‑H]−/[1‑HC]
2−) = −1.50 V vs Fc+/Fc is

more positive due to the stability of the [1‑HC]
2− phlorin

product. For the PT-ET mechanism, E°([1‑HC]
−/[1‑HC]

2−) =
−0.90 V vs Fc+/Fc (for either conformer) is very positive
because the oxidized state [1‑HC]

− is the product of a
thermodynamically unfavorable PT. These reduction potentials
will be analyzed in the context of possible PCET mechanisms
in the next subsection.
PCET Mechanism of [1‑H]. The PCET mechanism of

[1‑H] was previously investigated with experimental and
simulated CVs.25 The hypothesis that PCET proceeds via the
ET-PT mechanism was studied by analysis of the catalytic peak
potential, Ep, which has the following form for a fast, reversible
ET followed by intramolecular PT:

= ° − +
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟E E

RT
F

RT
F

RT
F

k
v

0.78
2

lnp
PT

(2)

where Eo is the reversible potential of the ET step, kPT is the
proton transfer rate constant, and v is the scan rate of the CV. If
the mechanism is ET-PT, the plot of (Ep − Eo)F/RT versus ln v
should be linear with a slope of −0.5. Experimental CVs
revealed a linear plot at low scan rates but a distinct curvature at
high scan rates, which can be ascribed to kinetic competition
between the ET and PT steps. The experimentally observed
anodic shift of ∼200 mV of the catalytic wave of [1‑H] relative
to [2] (depicted in Figure 2a by the black and red CVs), called
the “hangman effect,”50 arises from two distinct phenomena:
the positive charge of the proton proximal to the metal center,
which causes a shift in E°([1‑H]−/[1‑H]2−) relative to
E°([2]−/[2]2−), and the effect of the ET-PT mechanism,
which causes a shift in the peak position relative to E°([1‑H]−/
[1‑H]2−), as described by eq 2.25

The proton transfer rate constant, kPT, was extracted from
the simulated CVs that reproduced the experimental peak
positions as a function of scan rate. Because the formally
Co(I/0) couple of [1‑H] is irreversible (Figure 2), the
reduction potential E°([1‑H]−/[1‑H]2−) was assumed to be

similar to that of [2] in the CV simulations.25 Our calculations
show that the formal reduction potential E°([1‑H]−/[1‑H]2−)
is ∼100 mV less negative than E°([2]−/[2]2−) (Table 3). This
shift in the thermodynamic reduction potential is most likely
due to the presence of the proton proximal to the metal center.
Additional CV simulations could be performed to determine
the sensitivity of the extracted intramolecular PT rate constant
to the thermodynamic reduction potential. In comparison to
the experimental Ecat[1] ≈ −1.9 V vs Fc+/Fc with benzoic acid
(Figure 2b), our calculated E°([1‑H]−/[1‑H]2−) = −2.00 V vs
Fc+/Fc implies an additional anodic shift of 100 mV in peak
position due to the subsequent PT step, as described by eq 2.
According to our calculated relative free energies of the dianion,
PT is only thermodynamically favorable from [1‑H]2− to
[1‑HC]

2− (ΔG° = −11.6 kcal/mol, Keq = 3.2 × 108 at 298.15
K).
To determine the rate constant of intramolecular PT from

[1‑H]2− to [1‑HC]
2−, which is thermodynamically favorable, we

calculated the transition state structure. The porphyrin ring of
the global minimum structure of [1‑HC]

2− (S = 1/2, spin
density of 1.08 on Co) is puckered upward. We found a local
minimum of [1‑H]2− that is similarly puckered upward and
denote this local minimum structure [1′‑H]2− (ΔG° = +1.3
kcal/mol, Keq = 0.1 at 298.15 K). The puckering of the
porphyrin ring in [1‑H]2− does not affect the spin density on
the cobalt (ρCo = 0.42 for both puckering configurations)
according to the calculations. We calculated the transition state
structure associated with PT from [1′‑H]2− to [1‑HC]

2−. The
resulting transition state structure, denoted [1‡]2−, has a single
imaginary frequency of 1377 cm−1 that corresponds to the PT
mode and a spin density of 0.59 on Co. The proton is
positioned 1.22 Å from the donor oxygen and 1.51 Å from the
acceptor carbon at a proton donor−acceptor distance of 2.69 Å
and a donor−proton−acceptor angle of 161°. Following the
intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) from this transition state
structure leads to the minima corresponding to [1′‑H]2− and
[1‑HC]

2−. The free energy of [1⧧]2− is 9.0 kcal/mol higher than
that of [1′‑H]2−. According to transition state theory, the
resulting PT rate constant is 1.4 × 106 s−1 at 298.15 K. This rate
constant is consistent with the experimentally determined
intramolecular PT rate constant of ca. 8.5 × 106 s−1, which
corresponds to an 8.0 kcal/mol free energy barrier.25 The
reaction free energy pathway for intramolecular PT from the
carboxylic acid to the meso carbon in [1‑H]2− is depicted in
Figure 4. Note that the free energy barrier for PT to the Co
center is expected to be much larger on the basis of the H−Co
distance of 4.33 Å, in contrast to the H−C distance of 2.69 Å at
the global minimum.
The results of these computational studies are consistent

with the experiments suggesting that the PCET reaction
proceeds via an ET-PT mechanism. The PT-ET mechanism
can be discounted due to the unfavorable thermodynamics of
PT from the Co(I) species to certain potential proton acceptors
(Table 4 and Table S10 (Supporting Information)), the
structure of the proton donor−acceptor interface (Table S8
(Supporting Information)), and the subsequent reduction
potentials (Table 3). Experimentally, Ecat[1] ≈ −1.9 V vs
Fc+/Fc with benzoic acid, which is anodically shifted ∼200 mV
from the Co(I/0) potential. Proton transfer to the carbon,
ΔG°([1‑H]−→[1‑HC]

−) = ∼14 kcal/mol, is thermodynami-
cally unfavorable. As a result, the subsequent reduction
potential, E°([1‑HC]

−/[1‑HC]
2−) = −0.90 V vs Fc+/Fc, is

artificially positive. Proton transfer to the cobalt,
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ΔG°([1‑H]−→[1‑HCo]
−) = 7.8 kcal/mol, is also thermody-

namically unfavorable. The subsequent reduction potential,
E°([1‑HCo]

−/[1‑HCo]
2−) = −1.66 V vs Fc+/Fc, is reasonable,

although the proton donor−acceptor interface does not
structurally favor formation of a cobalt hydride. Finally, proton
transfer to a nitrogen, ΔG°([1‑H]−→[1‑HN]

−) = 3.4 kcal/mol,
is thermodynamically accessible but is followed by reduction at
E°([1‑HN]

−/[1‑HN]
2−) = −2.35 V vs Fc+/Fc, which is much

too negative in comparison to the catalytic potential Ecat[1] ≈
−1.9 V vs Fc+/Fc with benzoic acid.
The concerted PCET reaction can also be excluded on the

basis of our calculations. The calculated reduction potentials for
concerted PCET from [1‑H]− to [1‑HC]

2− or [1‑HN]
2− are

−1.50 V vs Fc+/Fc and −2.50 V vs Fc+/Fc, respectively. The
phlorin product is highly stabilized, leading to a reduction
potential that is too positive in comparison to Ecat[1] ≈ −1.9 V
vs Fc+/Fc with benzoic acid, whereas the nitrogen acceptor
product is highly destabilized, leading to a reduction potential
that is too negative. Concerted PCET from [1‑H]− to
[1‑HCo]

2− (E° = −2.00 V vs Fc+/Fc) is unlikely, due to the
long proton donor−acceptor distance (O−Co = 4.21 Å), as the
rate constant of concerted PCET is proportional to the square
of the overlap integral between the proton vibrational wave
functions localized on the proton donor and acceptor,
respectively.6,9 Thus, although electrochemical PCET rate
theory6,14,60 could be used to analyze the kinetics of the
concerted PCET mechanism, the calculated reduction
potentials and structural characteristics are not consistent
with this mechanism.
Hydrogen Evolution by [1‑H]. Experimental studies have

shown that [1‑H] and [2] evolve H2 at ca. −1.5 V vs Fc+/Fc
with tosic acid and at more negative potentials (−1.9 V vs Fc+/
Fc and −2.1 V vs Fc+/Fc, respectively) with benzoic acid, as
depicted in Figure 2. Complex [2] lacks an internal proton
relay and is thus expected to evolve H2 in a fashion similar to
that for [3]. The precise mechanism for H2 evolution by [1‑H],
however, is complicated by the “hangman” moiety of the
xanthene backbone. The calculated free energy diagrams for H2
evolution by [1‑H] and a complete mechanistic cycle are
depicted in Figure 5.

The top left of Figure 5 corresponds to the reaction with
benzoic acid and an applied potential of −1.9 V vs Fc+/Fc. In
this case, after the PCET reaction discussed above (steps 2 and
3 in Figure 5), the resulting dianionic phlorin [1‑HC]

2− can
become protonated at the carboxylate from benzoic acid to
form the doubly protonated [1‑HHC]

− (step 4). Note that the
calculated pKa is 22.0 for deprotonation of the carboxylate in
[1‑HHC]

− and is 14.4 for deprotonation of Co in [1‑HCHCo]
−

(Table 2). Because the pKa of benzoic acid is 20.7, the
carboxylate is much more likely to become protonated than the
Co of [1‑HC]

2−. The calculated reduction potential of this
species, [1‑HHC]

−, is −1.65 V vs Fc+/Fc, which is less negative
than the experimental catalytic potential Ecat[1] ≈ −1.9 V vs
Fc+/Fc with benzoic acid and will occur spontaneously (step
5). At this point the free energy diagram branches into two
possible pathways that involve either direct H2 elimination
(step 5′) or another reduction followed by H2 elimination
(steps 5 and 6). The calculated free energies for H2 elimination
from [1‑HHC]

− (step 5′) and [1‑HHC]
2− (step 6) are 5.7 and

−5.9 kcal/mol, respectively. The H−H distance is 1.95 Å for
both species; although this H−H distance is relatively long,
thermal fluctuations of the molecule will enable sampling of
shorter distances. Following the latter pathway, protonation of
the carboxylate of [1]2− (step 7) closes the catalytic cycle, re-
forming [1‑H]−. Following the former pathway, protonation of
[1]− (step 8′) closes the catalytic cycle, re-forming [1‑H]0. The
pathway that involves [1‑HHC]

2− (steps 5−7) is more
thermodynamically favorable than the pathway that involves
[1‑HHC]

− (steps 5′ and 8′) or than the pathway that requires
oxidation of [1]2− to [1]− (step 7′; ΔG° = +17.3 kcal/mol at
the applied potential). The proposed mechanistic cycle for H2
evolution by [1‑H] and benzoic acid, in conjunction with the
formal oxidation states of the metal and formal charges of the
ligands of the intermediates, is summarized in Figure 6.
The top right of Figure 5 corresponds to the reaction with

tosic acid and an applied potential of −1.49 vs Fc+/Fc. As for
[2] and [3], addition of tosic acid to [1‑H] results in
protonation of [1‑H]− at the Co center, forming [1‑HHCo]

0

(step 9). This species can be reduced at a less negative catalytic
potential of E°([1‑HHCo]

0/[1‑HHCo]
−) = −1.49 V vs Fc+/Fc

(step 10) to evolve hydrogen with tosic acid (ΔG° = −18.5
kcal/mol, step 11). Note that protonation of [1‑H]− by tosic
acid is more thermodynamically favorable at the Co center than
at the meso carbon, as indicated by the calculated pKas for
deprotonation of [1‑HHCo]

0 at the Co center (16.2, Table 2)
and for deprotonation of [1‑HHC]

0 at the carbon (10.5, Table
2).

■ CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a theoretical analysis of a series of cobalt
porphyrins, focusing on the impact of the electronic structure
on the HER mechanism. The Co(II) porphyrin [3]0 is
electrochemically reduced to the Co(I) porphyrin [3]−. The
1H NMR spectrum of the chemically reduced tetrabutyl-
ammonium salt TBA+[3]− exhibits a sharp proton peak in the
aromatic region, consistent with a diamagnetic Co(I) complex.
Subsequent reduction produces a formally Co(0) complex with
substantial ligand-based reduction. Calculations indicate that
the unpaired electron in the doubly reduced species occupies a
molecular orbital with nearly equal contributions from the Co
center and the ligands. In contrast to the nickel analogue of [3],
for which the formally Ni(0) intermediate is a triplet, the
monoanionic and dianionic states of [3] remain low spin.

Figure 4. Calculated reaction free energy pathway for intramolecular
PT of [1‑H]2−. Free energies are given in kcal/mol relative to [1‑H]2−.
Ring puckering forms the local minimum [1′‑H]2−, after which the
proton transfers to generate [1‑HC]

2− through the transition state
[1⧧]2−. Color scheme: purple, Co; blue, N; gray, C; green, Cl; red, O;
white, H.
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Figure 5. Free energy diagrams (top) for H2 production catalyzed by [1‑H] with benzoic acid (C6H5COOH, pKa = 20.7)53 and an applied potential
of −1.9 V vs Fc+/Fc (left) and tosic acid (TsOH, pKa = 8.0)52 with an applied potential of −1.49 V vs Fc+/Fc (right). Complete mechanistic cycle of
proposed mechanisms (bottom), where solid arrows indicate thermodynamically favorable pathways and dotted arrows represent thermodynamically
unfavorable pathways. The proposed catalytic pathways with weak and strong acids follow the gray arrows in the background of the full catalytic
cycle. The catalytic cycle starts with [1‑H]0 (shown in green) and is reduced (step 1) to [1‑H]− (shown in purple). With benzoic (weak) acid, the
mechanism continues with a PCET step. The proposed PCET mechanism is the sequential ET-PT mechanism (steps 2−3). The intramolecular PT
barrier is labeled ⧧ in the free energy diagram (top left), and the alternative sequential PT-ET mechanism (steps 2′ and 3′) is shown in gray. The
carboxylate of [1‑HC]

2− is protonated (step 4) to form the doubly protonated [1‑HHC]
−. Self-elimination of H2 from [1‑HHC]

− (step 5′) is
thermodynamically unfavorable, necessitating the reduction to [1‑HHC]

2− (step 5) before H2 elimination (step 6). The deprotonated [1]2− is
protonated by acid to form [1‑H]− and close the catalytic cycle in step 7. Oxidation of [1]2− to [1]− (step 7′) is very thermodynamically unfavorable
(denoted with a red “X”) at the applied catalytic potential (ΔG° = +17.3 kcal/mol). If [1]− were formed, it could be protonated to form [1‑H]0

(step 8′) to close the catalytic cycle. With tosic (strong) acid, [1‑H]− (shown in purple) is protonated at the Co center (step 9), forming the doubly
protonated Co(III) hydride [1‑HHCo]

0. After further reduction (step 10), H2 is evolved with tosic acid (step 11).
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Formally Co(0) and Ni(0) porphyrin complexes both display
some metal(I) character, indicating a significant degree of
ligand noninnocence.
These properties of the electronic structure have mechanistic

implications, owing to the broken aromaticity in the porphyrin
ring of [3]2−. In particular, the ligand dearomatization affects
the thermodynamics of the various protonated species. The
Co(III) hydride structure [3‑HCo]

0 was found to be most stable
upon protonation of [3]−, whereas the phlorin product
[3‑HC]

− was found to be most stable upon protonation of
[3]2−. For [3]−, which is in the Co(I) oxidation state,
protonation at the meso carbon would result in breaking the
porphyrin aromaticity. For [3]2−, formulated as a mixed Co(I)/
Co(0) species with a partially reduced porphyrin ligand, the
aromaticity is already broken, and the formation of a phlorin
stabilizes the remaining conjugation in the macrocycle.
The related hangman porphyrin [1‑H], which is enhanced

with a proton relay, was found to exhibit similar behavior.
Specifically, the formally Co(0) [1‑H]2− is a mixed Co(I)/
Co(0) species with partial ligand reduction. In this case, the
HER mechanism is thought to involve an intramolecular PT
from the carboxylic acid to another atom within the catalyst.
The closest meso carbon is the most structurally and
thermodynamically favorable proton acceptor site within the

proton relay, forming the phlorin [1‑HC]
2−. As for [3], the

phlorin stabilizes the ring conjugation due to ligand
dearomatization in [1‑H]2−. These properties of the hangman
porphyrin have significant implications for the HER mecha-
nism.
The H2 evolution mechanism was explored for all of these

Co porphyrins in weak- and strong-acid regimes, corresponding
to experiments performed with benzoic and tosic acids. Under
strong-acid conditions, [1‑H], [2], and [3] all behave similarly
and can evolve H2 from a Co hydride intermediate. Under
weak-acid conditions, [1‑H] evolves hydrogen at a potential
100−200 mV less negative than that for [2] or [3].24 The
calculations were consistent with previous experiments
indicating that the PCET step following the initial reduction
of [1‑H]0 to [1‑H]− occurs by a sequential ET-PT pathway. In
this ET-PT pathway, the reduction of [1‑H]− to [1‑H]2− is
followed by intramolecular PT. According to the calculations,
the most thermodynamically and structurally favorable intra-
molecular PT reaction produces the dianonic phlorin [1‑HC]

2−,
which differs from the previous proposal of a cobalt hydride
intermediate.25 The calculated free energy barrier and
associated rate constant for the PT reaction from the carboxylic
acid to the meso carbon (9.0 kcal/mol; kPT = 1.4 × 106 s−1) are
consistent with the experimentally measured rate constant (kPT
≈ 8.5 × 106 s−1). This agreement provides further support for
an ET-PT mechanism that generates a phlorin intermediate
rather than a metal hydride. Following the sequential ET-PT
pathway, the dianionic phlorin [1‑HC]

2− may be protonated at
the carboxylate to form the doubly protonated species
[1‑HHC]

−. This complex can be spontaneously reduced at
the catalytic potential Ecat[1] ≈ −1.9 V vs Fc+/Fc to
[1‑HHC]

2−. Subsequent elimination of H2 is thermodynami-
cally favorable, yielding a deprotonated [1]2−, which can be
protonated from benzoic acid to form [1‑H]−.
Storing reducing equivalents by reductive dearomatization

and carbon-centered protonation, as exemplified in the
conversion of [1‑H]0 to [1‑HC]

2−, is similar to known
strategies for storing formal hydride equivalents in both biology
and synthetic chemistry. NADH, the reduction currency in
biology, is generated by 2e−/1H+ delivery to NAD+.61,62

Reductive protonation of NAD+ dearomatizes a pyridyl ring
and stores reduction equivalents as a hydride on an sp3 carbon
center (Figure 7a). Hantzsch esters represent synthetic
analogues of NADH and have been employed as H2 surrogates
in transfer hydrogenation reactions.63 The reducing equivalents
of Hantzsch esters can be generated by reductive dearomatiza-

Figure 6. Proposed mechanistic cycle of H2 evolution catalyzed by
[1‑H] with benzoic acid (left) and formal charges of the intermediates
(right). The formal oxidation state of the metal center (Co) and
formal charges of the porphyrin ring (Por), phlorin (Phl), carboxylic
acid (COOH), and carboxylate (COO−) are shown.

Figure 7. (a) Two-electron, one-proton reduction of NAD+ generates
NADH, in which a reducing equivalent is stored as a hydride at an sp3

center (R = ADP-ribo). (b) Hantzsch esters are synthetic analogues of
NADH and function as hydrogen surrogates in transfer hydrogenation.
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tion of appropriately substituted pyridines (Figure 7b). Similar
ligand-centered management of hydride equivalents have also
been demonstrated in C-centered frustrated Lewis pair
reactions for cleavage of H2

64 and in dearomative M−L
cooperation in Ru-pincer complexes.65

Thus, these calculations, supported by related examples from
the literature, suggest that the HER mechanism of [1‑H] could
involve a phlorin intermediate under weak-acid conditions. This
proposed mechanism will require testing and validation by
further experimental studies aimed at identifying and character-
izing a phlorin intermediate. Free-base phlorins are well-known,
isolable compounds, which have been demonstrated to
participate in multielectron redox chemistry.66−70 Unique
spectroscopic signatures of the phlorin complexes have been
discovered and can be used in future experiments aimed at
probing the proposed transient phlorin intermediate.71

Furthermore, the analogous nickel hangman porphyrins,
which have been proposed to follow a sequential PT-ET
pathway,59 may also evolve hydrogen through a phlorin
intermediate.
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